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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Bank checks are widely used all over th
the rapid growth of payment by credit cards
electronic means, the paper check is still 
popular forms for noncash payment. Since a
checks need to be processed manually ever
great demand for systems to read checks au
the courtesy amount recognition (CAR) sys
most important parts. 

Systems for reading checks automatic
reported in France, US, Brazil, and many ot
Some of them have already been put into
different banks, such as the A2iA Ch
However, as shown in Fig.1, the courtesy
Chinese checks is so different from the ot
both image quality and layout that none 
available systems mentioned above are able
well. The courtesy amount in Chinese che
pre-printed grids and sometimes covered by
bring a lot of challenges in binarization w
between character strokes and preprinted g
extraction extremely difficult. And segmen
grid-restricted strings should be quite 
unconstrained ones. New algorithms should
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Figure 1.  A typical image of C

In this paper, we present a co
Chinese bank checks. String extr
recognition, and post-processi
implemented with color check im
color, gray and binary images is fu
methods are combined for binarizati
generated by keeping all pos
uncertainties exist in string extra
Then all candidates are evaluated 
corresponding probabilities are giv
best recognized candidate is calcula
model and the final decision is mad
reject the recognition result. 

The rest of this paper is organiz
presents the framework of our 
details are described in section 3 and
given in section 4. Section 5 cont
future work. 

II. FRAMEW

The whole system consists of
steps: string extraction, segmentation
processing. Each of them is cons
modules, as shown in Fig.2. 

The input check images are got
different scanners and operators. So
so the skew angle is detected the
module. According to the unique 
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module. Uniform background and red seals 
the characters are removed in the binarizatio
extraction module, guidelines in the rest
exactly localized then removed to get the
extracted. Multi-hypotheses are made by kee
results when it is not sure whether one p
should be removed or not. For segme
connected components (CCs) of a num
analyzed first and the ones which correspo
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III. IMPLEMENTATION DETA

The prototype of our CAR system wh
first two processing steps has been presente
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two steps in order to leave space for ot
information about the first two processing st
in our previous work [5][6]. 

A. Skew Correction 

Skew for the whole image is detected t
this module. The input image is converted 
space to gray level first and edges are extrac
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the standard Hough transformation. Skew an
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Figure 2.  Flow chart of proposed system 
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example for the proposed binarization algor
Fig.3. 

C. Extraction 

In this module, guidelines in the res
localized then removed in order to get th
extracted.  

Figure 4.  Examples of localization re
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D. Segmentation 

Numeral string is segmented in
module. All the connected compone
by contour tracing, and several gro
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further segmentation. Number of co
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situation, ligatures between zeros should be removed directly 
in order to save computation effort. So in our system, if a CC 
to be segmented lies at the end of the string and inner loops 
can be detected in every grid, two candidates are only kept 
for the first digit in order to avoid mistake when the 
substring does not start with zero. And one single candidate 
is kept for the following digits by removing ligatures 
directly. Illustration for our segmentation algorithm is given 
in Fig.7. 

E. Recognition 

Our OCR engine for isolated digit is constructed with 
state-of-art techniques mentioned in [10][11]. Input images 
are first zoomed into a standard size by moment 
normalization. Gradient feature is then extracted and support 
vector machine (SVM) is utilized for classification. Part of 
source code from LIBSVM [12] is used for building the 
engine, while algorithm proposed in [13] is employed for 
computing the probabilities of the SVM outputs. 

For each group of segmentation candidates, all the 
isolated digits except the first RMB sign are sequentially 
recognized. Because the last two digits which indicate cents 
in courtesy amount string of Chinese bank checks are zero in 
most cases, it is reasonable for us to assume that zero has a 
higher prior probability in the last two grids. So the 
recognized results for the last two digits are modified by 
multiplying a parameter k (1.5 in our system) with the 
probability of zero, then probabilities for all digits from each 
grid are multiplied together as the final probability of the 
whole recognized string. 

All the groups are processed in the same way and results 
with corresponding probabilities are obtained. Then they are 
sorted by decreasing probability and sent to the next module. 

F. Post Processing 

In this module, the likelihood of correctness for the best 
recognized result in the list is calculated as confidence. And 
the decision is made on whether to accept the result or not. 

In order to evaluate the confidence, two features are 
extracted from the candidate list: the probability for the top 
candidate and the ratio of probability between the first two 
candidates. Their distributions among 10,000 samples are 

shown in Fig.8 for convenience all the ratio values higher 

than 20 are regarded as 20 in the distribution histogram. It is 
clearly shown that these two features are very effective in 
distinguishing right from wrong because they have different 
feature values and results with high feature values are more 
likely to be correct. 

Logistic regression model is then employed for 
calculating the confidence, which is ideally suited as it 
always predicts a value between 0 and 1. The confidence is 
represented as: 

 !"#$%&"'& ( ) *) + &,- ./012 3 422 567 8888888888889): 
Where fi is the value of the i

th
 feature and wi is the pre-

trained weight for that feature. 2,000 samples with equal 

positive and negative data are randomly selected as training 
set, and LIBLINEAR toolbox [14] is used for training our 
model. The logistic model we obtained is shown in Fig.9, 
where the relationship between confidence and the two 
features is perfectly reflected. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Feature distribution histograms 

 

Figure 9.  Logistic model for confidence 
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After the confidence is got, whether to accept the 
recognized result is naturally decided by a pre-defined 
threshold. If the top candidate in the list has a higher 
confidence than the threshold, it is accepted as the final 
result, otherwise it is rejected. Due to the particular 
requirements of this application, the threshold can be tuned 
to yield low level of incorrect reading with high rejection 
rate or vice versa. And the system can always get a suitable 
balance between inaccuracy and rejection. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

In China, banks are nearly paranoiac about the 
confidentiality of the checks they provide for research. It is 
almost impossible to get a public check database for testing 
our system, so all the experiments are carried out with data 
collected by ourselves. In our experiments, more than 20,000 
real checks are collected from different banks and scanned 
into color images with 200DPI. Some of them are used for 
training our system and the other 19,144 images are left for 
testing. 

Several different measurements used for evaluating the 
performance of our system are defined as follows: 

;&<% ( "=>?&@8!48<''&-A&%8'B&'CD
A!A<E8"=>?&@8!48-@!'&DD&%8'B&'CD88888888889F: 

;&'!G"$A$!" (
"=>?&@8!48'B&'CD8<''&-A&%1$AB8'!@@&'A8<>!="AA!A<E8"=>?&@8!48-@!'&DD&%8'B&'CD88888889H: 

I=?DA$A=A$!" (
"=>?&@8!48'B&'CD8<''&-A&%1$AB8$"'!@@&'A8<>!="AA!A<E8"=>?&@8!48<''&-A&%8'B&'CD8888889J: 

It is notable that Substitution is used here, which is more 
meaningful than the frequently used Error for it only 
considers errors occurred within the accepted checks. 

TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS 

 

System 

No. of 

test 

samples 

Recognition rate 

1st 

candidate 

Top 2 

candidates 

Top 3 

candidates 

System in [3] 84 89.3% / / 

System in [4] 1053 86.5% / / 

Our system 19144 91.3% 93.8% 94.5% 

The system is first tested without rejection by setting a 
zero threshold in the post processing module. And its global 
recognition accuracy is shown in Table 1. Results of two 
other CAR systems for Chinese bank checks are also listed 
for comparison. As shown in the table, our system can get 
high recognition accuracy on a large data set. And higher 
accuracy can be obtained by considering more candidates. 
For security reasons, the three systems listed in Table 1 are 
tested with different data. It is not fair to compare the results 
directly. However, our system is tested with a large number 
of real check images and a considerable high accuracy can be 
obtained, it is still reasonable for us to announce that the 
results of our system are very satisfactory. 

The relationship between rejection and inaccuracy is then 
tested by varying the threshold used in the post processing 
module. And the correlation curve is shown in Fig.10. About 
82% of checks can be accepted when substitution is fixed at 
1%, which is a typical level for human operators. Compared 
with the A2iA CheckReader mentioned in [2], whose read 
rate in practical use varies from 65% to 85% when the 
substitution is fixed at 1%, the performance of our system is 
very promising. 

 

Figure 10.  Correlation curve between Read and Substitution 

All the experiments are implemented on a laptop with 
Intel i5 2540m @2.6GHz, 8GB RAM, and running Windows 
7 64bit. The CAR system uses a single CPU thread and the 
average time for processing one check image is 280ms, 
which is efficient enough for practical use. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we present a complete courtesy amount 
recognition system for Chinese bank checks. The system 
sequentially performs automatic extraction by skew 
correction, binarization and grid removal; segmentation of 
extracted string into isolated digits; recognition of digits; 
confidence computation and decision making to accept or 
reject the recognized amount. An 82% read rate is observed 
on a large test set with an error rate fixed at the level of a 
human operator, which is very promising for practical use. 

Despite the achieved performance, new algorithms which 
are complementary to the current system are still under 
development in order to improve the accuracy. Research on 
the fusion and cross-validation with legal amount will be 
carried out in the near future. 
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